Public library mobile apps that exceed expectations

Beautiful, functional, and accessible — just like your branches

Leveraging mobile technologies to drive patrons to the library, BiblioApps empowers you to deliver valuable services and engaging content to your patrons every step of their journey.

Go beyond borrowing

- Scan to search
- In-app library card
- Automated catalog integration
- Branch location management
- Language localization
- Push notifications (coming in 2020)
- Self-checkout (coming in 2020)
What BiblioApps offers that competitors can't

Modern design
BiblioApps infuses the best of your library’s brand — the books, events, services, and resources — with industry-leading mobile design principles — more content, more white space. The result? A beautiful and engaging experience.

Experiences designed for discovery
BiblioApps brings the joy of browsing the shelves at your branches to your mobile app. With new titles, staff lists and events featured on the landing page and related titles promoted on the Bib Page, patrons can experience the thrill of discovery with every swipe.

Search that works
BiblioApps uses sophisticated facets to ensure that the most relevant results are at the top of every query, and follows the FRBR model to bring forward every format your patrons might be interested in.

Apps everyone can use — and love
ADA compliance in native apps is complex, but critical. Dynamic type matters. Voice recognition matters. Color contrast matters. BiblioApps has invested heavily in accessibility, a commitment unmatched by other public library mobile app providers.